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"BAH Pl NA KA Ml GAK" ... 
means a happy gathering as these 
Anl1hlnabe dancers demonstrate. The Pow-
wow was held last weekend as part of the 9th 
photo/ Mark Moroney 
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Regents review 
student fees 
by Jeff Chrl1ten1en 
The Unversity of Minnesota 
Board of Regents reviewed 
UMD's 1980-81 student service 
fee Thursday in Minneapolis. 
The Re,gents must give final 
approval to the fee before it may 
be charged. 
The UMD Administration has 
recommended a $3.00 increase in 
the fee for next year, from $50.50 
to $53.50 per quarter. 
WDTH radio and intercollegiate 
athletics service fees have come 
under fire from Student 
Association President Howie 
Meyer. 
Meyer said that a number of of 
students are not satisfied with the 
campus radio station WDTH. 
A survey done by the Student 
Assocation revealed a large 
number of students do not know 
what type of music WDTH plays, 
according to Meyer. 
Most of the students surveyed also 
feel they should not have to pay 
for intercollegiate athletics thru 
student fees, said Meyer. 
"Any survey taken on student fees 
will result in negative 
comments," Provost Robert 
Heller told the Regents. "We 
hope to eliminate the WDTH fee 
in the future," added Heller. 
Regent Mary Schertler, St. Paul, 
questioned Heller on why the 
UMD Student Congress never 
approved the student service fee 
recommendation. Heller told the 
Regents that the Congress was 
not able to get a quorum for the 
vote. 
The Regents will vote on the 
service fee at the May meeting. 
In other action the Regents 
named Kenneth H. Keller, a 
chemical engineering professor 
at Minneapolis as vice president 
for academic affairs. Keller 
Succeeds Henry Koffler, who 
became the chancellor of the 
Universi ty of Massachusetts, 
Amherst last summer. Al Linck 
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Health fee won't cover X-ray, lab services 
by Bob Bakallch 
Current lab and x-ray services 
will no longer be covered under 
the student fee statement 
beginning in June, Dr. Malcolm 
McCutcheon, Director of UMD 
Health Service said Monday. 
The elimination of coverage will 
affect many students who receive 
these services and Health Service 
officials are concerned for those 
who might be caught without 
insurance. It will, therefore, be 
essential that students know their 
policy number or have alternate 
coverage for Health Service 
treatment. 
McCutcheon cited the change as 
being part of increasing 
maintenance costs and growth of 
student input to the university. 
"In order to maintain our current 
level of service and minimize any 
additional fee increases, we 
decided that charging for lab and 
x-ray services was the only 
alternative," said McCutcheon. 
According to Health Service 
statistics, approximately 85% of 
UMD students are covered under 
parental or some sort of insurance 
coverage and 15% rely on 
university insurance. However, 
the 85% is a misleading count 
because it is feared that up to 16Jo 
of these students actually have no 
coverage. McCutcheon feels this 
could mean big trouble because it 
is these students who will have to 
foot the entire bill. 
The recent fee increase of $1 totals 
the quarterly Health Service fee at 
$13.60yetstill provides unlimited 
visits and many benefits. A 
sample trip to a downtown clinic 
or personal doctor would cost 
over $15 and includes a standard 
physical along with a check-up 
but no added benefits. The $15 
also only covers ONE visit. "In 
reality, one trip to Health Service 
is saving you money," said 
McCutcheon. 
Health Service benefits include 
personal consultations-on birth 
control, gynecological exams, 
minor surgery, sports medicines, 
immunizations, and allergy 
innoculations. These services are 
not covered under the $15 visit 
downtown and carry additional 
charges. 
A recent tabulation of v1s11s 
showed that an increasing 
number of students have used the 
Health Service for the first time. 
. Over 2200 in the 7 8-79 school 
season, combined with all" other 
visits, totaled 11,054 for the year. 
"The elimination of certain 
services, (lab test and x-rays), was 
necessary to keep the Health 
Service an entirely fee supported 
operation," said McCutcheon. 
Free sample medication, given to 
the Health Service for 
promotional reasons, are also 
passed on to students in need on a 
first come, first served basis. 
Manufacturers appropriate 
certain pills, gels, and ointments 
to test market their product and 
UMD receives them on an 
unscheduled basis. If a 
prescription is necessary and 
"free samples" run out, the 
student will have to pay the price 
of the drug required. 
Remodeling and expansion of 
the Health Service building 
completion in the fall of '79 have 
proven a great benefit says 
McCutcheon. "We now operate 
in a larger facility with new 
equipment and can handle the 
large student influx everyday." 
Health Service officials have been 
saving interest money since the 
late '50's for the additions and 
were able to complete their plans 
last fall. Originally the building 
was a private home for an 
administrative head. 
In an effort to improve relations 
with students and help fulfill 
their needs, Barbara Cardinal-
Busse, a nurse practitioner at 
Health Service, established two 
interest groups. LSD (Life Skills 
Development) and SHAC 
(Student Health Advisory 
Committee) which were 
developed in the fall of '79 have 
expanded successfully says 
Cardinal-Busse. 
Both groups operate on a relay-
. of-information basis where 
students direct their concerns or 
suggestions to department area 
representatives. They, in turn, 
contact chairmen of LSD and 
SHAC personnel who hold 
meetings bi-weekly to review 
information gathered and 
compile an accurate account of 
student requests. 
According to Dr. James Rauker, 
Chairman of LSD, the systematic 
development of the group enables 
it to function very efficiently. 
LSD representatives include: 
Housing (Joe Michela), Rec. 
Sports (Dick Haney), Kirby 
Program Board (Neale Roth), 
Campus Ministry (Sister Riehl), 
and Head Physician (Dr . 
Malcolm McCutcheon). Students 
interested in expressing concerns 
can contact one of these 
representatives. 
SHAC, the second interest group, 
is slightly different in structure 
and purpose. It is comprised of an 
undergraduate advisory body 
who reports to Health Service 
officials as a liason between the 
student body. As with LSD, 
students desires are transferred on 
to a higher body; here it is Barb 
Cardinal-Busse and McCutche-
on. "SHAC is a separate body 
operating differently for LSD," 
said Cardinal-Busse. 
SHAC reflects a broad student 
background that comprises 
undergraduates from on and off 
campus, elderly, and disabled. 
The main intent is to help 
students become involved an 
informed. Presently there are no 
Graduate representatives. 
UMD Health Service treats over 
Health Service to 6 
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Burgeoning bussers have DTA's Jensen feeling the pinch 
by Robert Nygaard 
Although many p e opl e 
throughout the Twin Ports may 
disagree, the Duluth Transit 
Authority is in prelly good shape. 
And that certainly is enough to 
keep its general manager, Dennis 
Jensen, smiling. 
Jensen is close to finishing his 
first year as the DT A's director, 
taking over the post left vacant by 
Larry Duckworth, who has 
landed a similar position in 
Cincinnati . Jensen had 
previously headed the transit 
system in Laredo, Texas before 
coming to the Northland last 
June. 
"Duluth is a bigger challenge-
it's a much bigger system than we 
had in Laredo," said Jensen . 
"Except for the weather, I like it 
up here." 
Jensen arrived in Duluth at a time 
when the need for mass transit, 
like most other metropolitan 
areas, was reaching the critical 
stage. Since the Arab oil embargo 
of 1974, bus ridership in the 
Duluth-Superior area has been 
constantly rising. And, right 
now, it appears that that trend is 
going to continue for quite some 
time. 
"We're getting to the point now 
that our system is coming very 
close to the saturation point," 
said Jensen . "During 'peak 
hours'-between 7 and 8:30 a.m. 
and 4:30 and 5:30 p.m.-the DTA 
has 92 out of its I 01 buses out on 
the street. We're just running out 
of room." 
"But that 's the way it is in most of 
the big cities. Last summer the 
transit system in Minneapolis 
was encouraging people in the 
Twin Cities (through advertise-
ments) NOT to take the bus. " 
Jensen sees very liule immediate 
solutions to the problems of 
soaring demand. One of the 
actions however the DT A is 
currently undertaking is a 
program to try to get local 
downtown businesses to stagger 
work schedules for their 
employees so they can ride the bus 
either before or after peak hours. 
The DT A would provide a 
discount pass that would lower 
fares for those who patronize the 
program. So far two local 
companies, Northwestern Bell 
and a government agency located 
in Duluth are participating in the 
program. 
If this program system doesn't 
succeed, Jen sen says the DT A will 
probably have to start cutting 
back on routes that don ' t allract 
enough patrons to help ease the 
burden. Some route cutbacks 
have already begun, including a 
large number· to and from UMD. 
"Other than that," said Jensen, 
"that's about all we can do." 
Yet, Jensen is prelly content with 
the current status of the DT A. 
In a study conducted last April, 
the transit system was compared 
with seven others in cities with 
relatively the same population 
and same bus fare. 
These randomly selected c1ues 
included Flint, Mich. (popula-
tion 330,000), Des Moines, Iowa 
(300,000), Rock Island, Ill. 
(129,000), Canton, Ohio 
(I 10,000) , Lansing, Mich . 
(147,000) and Rockford, Ill. 
(147,000). 
The DT A excelled in almost 
every category. 
For instance, the DT A had a 
larger bus fleet (Rock Island was 
on the low end with 30), the most 
buses per capita, and employs the 
second largest number of drivers 
of any of the other cities . But 
perhaps the two most impressive 
statistics to emerge, was the fact 
that Duluth has a higher 
ridership and a smaller deficit per 
mile than any of the other cities. 
Jensen credits this statistic to a 
couple of factors. 
" I think it has to do with the 
philosophy of the population," 
said Jensen. "The altitude of the 
public here has always been one 
of acceptance. Duluth has always 
had a good public transit system, 
dating back to World War II. In a 
lot of the other cities the people 
have never had a real sound 
transit system for any great length 
of time. 
"We also have a very large 
percentage of elderly people 
living in Duluth who depend on 
mass transit. " 
The simple 
elegance 
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A large ridership is one of the 
reasons the DT A has been able to 
keep their expe nses to a 
minimum. According to Jensen, 
the DT A recovers about 54% of its 
expenses via the fare box and "we 
probably come closer to 
recovering our expenses than 90% 
of the transit systems in the 
United States." 
Is it possible for a transit system 
I ike the DT A to get 100% or more 
of its expenses back through 
fares? 
"Public transit systems are 
always in the red," said Jensen. 
"We would have to charge 
everyone 65 cents to 75 cents if we 
wanted to just break even. And 
with those rates you'd lose a lot of 
riders, so to compensate, the fare 
would be over $I." 
"Before long you 'd be out of 
business. That's what happened 
to all of those old private bus 
companies." 
Dennis Jensen 
In By 10 a. m . --- Ready by 5 p.m. :a::·11Mal1··. 
One bit of information Duluth 
may find hard to believe is the few 
number of complaints the DT A 
receives. During the month of 
February, for example, the DTA 
received a total of 39 complaints 
in either the form of telephone 
calls or leuers. Jensen says that 
most of these grievances are 
"more or less a public relation-
type problem involving the driver 
and passenger." Driving by 
without stopping , driver 
discourtesy, and being late are the 
most common ones. 
S<11111• D,iv' Fast F1!1n F1111s/111Jy. S 1 Off Prou.'ssiny 
222 Normandy Court Expi rns 11 3079 
"Most of the complaints are from 
people who think we are a door-
to-door service," said Jensen. 
"They keep forgeuing that we are 
a MASS transit system. " 
STEVE & VICKI 
"As far as complaints are 
concerned, we average about 40-
50 a month. When you consider 
we're carrying 20,000 passengers 
a day that's incredible." 
BACK AT THE 
RADISSON 
As for the future of mass transit, 
J ensen is waiting in anticipation 
on what the future could bring. 
Whaleback 
Lounge 
" It's going to be very interesting 
that next couple of years-the 
public's altitude about mass 
transit is going to change. People 
will have to start using more and 
more so they will have money for 
those weekend trips." 
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"But, I really don't think the 
people realize what the future is 
going to bring." RADISSON® DULUTH 
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MEYER 
RE-ELECTED 
lncumbant Howie Meyer swept the SA presidential election 
with 73.8% of the vote. Totals showed Meyer with 432 votes, 
and his opponent, John Bugbee, with 153. 
The four university senators elected were William Aho, 
Jennifer Duerr, Jeffrey Pederson, and Renae Rogers. 
Congress representatives-at-large elected were Barb Fox, 
Monica Haigh, Michelle Hautala and Shahram Mirashem. 
............. HAYi~·~£j;jj£·········· .. ···11 
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by Mlchael Samarzla 
UMD United Nations Associa-
tion members represented 
Mexico, Jordan and Iran at the 
Arrowhead Model UN held April 
10-12, on the Michigan Tech 
campus. 
Nine students and two faculty 
advisors were selected to make the 
trek from UMD. Twenty other 
colleges located in Minnesota, 
Wisconsin, Michigan, Ontario 
and Manitoba also participated. 
Approximately 200 students 
represented 80 countri_es this year. 
Doug Nord, an assistant political 
science professor and an advisor , 
said that six weeks prior to their 
departure the students began 
familiarizing themselves with 
UN operations and their 
respective countries, they also 
took a Model UN course from the 
Students' College in preparation 
for the session. 
Nord considers it a "learning 
experience" as all of UMD's 
representatives were novices to 
the Model UN. They learned 
about how it functions, current 
issues of extreme importance and 
their countries to the point of 
being called by Nord "mini-
experts". 
Issues were discussed in 
committees comprised of UN 
members. These delegates 
presented, debated and voted 
upon their resolutions. Among 
the topics covered were 
Palestinian refugees, terrorism, 
world disarmament, energy and 
the law of the sea. 
UMD students were deeply 
involved in some of these major 
issues. The Jordan delegation 
was caught up in that of the 
refugees. Iranian delegates 
along with those from Iraq were 
brought before the UN Security 
Council. 
April 17, 1980 
They were both asked to explain 
their border problems to the 
council and how they were going 
to absolve them peacefully. The 
Iranian delegates were also asked 
to appear before the Credentials 
Committee where they were 
censured for their acuvmes 
against the American hostages. 
Nord made it clear that UMD's 
countries were chosen last fall 
before the crisis. 
Don Pearce, another advisor, felt 
the students handled themselves 
exceptionally well in light of 
these circumstances and their late 
start. 
Pearce and Nord will attempt to 
have UMD representatives 
organized by September for next 
year's session which will be held 
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OR£ Dl<EN °RK ~rt~ 
tl,07 WooOLAN.D Ave. &..UTH 
FREEWAY 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 
CHALLENGE 
Minnesota Environmental Quality Board 
100 Capitol Square Bldg .. 550 Cedar St. 
St. Paul. Minnesota 55101 
Over Two years ago the Board (members at that lime) approved an EI6 for the extension of 1-35 thru downtown Duluth. 
This EIS failed to consider the effect of a majoy shopping center and attendant parking facility (known locally as Harbor 
Square). This EIS failed to consider alternatives such as merely prohibiting parking during rush hour, or mass transit. or an 
expressway instead of a freeway, or better traffic light sequencing, or even better signing (until recently , no sign existed 
giving thru traffic direction to the north shore). These techniques are in common usage throughout the U.S. For instance, 
virtually every city the size of Duluth prohibits parking in central business districts during rush hour ... except Duluth. 
The EIS is further deficient in failing to address air pollution violations. noise violations, and ha1ardous spill control plans. 
It was the intent to address these enviromental issues during the indirect source permitting process. 
However, it is the intent of an EIS. as its name implies. to address those environmental issues, not put them off to a later 
st.age. EQB regulations clearly require that these issues be addressed, and impacts mitigated. Even construction impacts 
have not been addressed. and the first building demolished (during 1979) included virtually no dust control measures. The dust 
was terrible. and there are over fifty buildings yet to be demolished . 
Therefore. pur!lllant to EQB regulations and applicable Minnesota Statutes, we the undersigned do hereby petition the Board 
to immediately begin reviewing this EIS, and furthermore, to order the Minnesota Department of Transportation to cease all 
further acquisition and demolition related to this project·unlil all significant envrionmental impacts are addressed. 
name address city zip 
Send this petition to Coalition for a Mass Transit Alternative 
927 W. Skyline Pkwy. 
Duluth, Minnesota 55806 
Ph.: 727-0840, 727-0491 
date signed 
(We will collect the pelttlons and present them to the Environmental Quality Board for action) 
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Naval blockade 
of Iran a 
bad Idea 
President Carter's recent statements about the 
possibility of a naval blockade of Iran strike a raw 
note into those who remember Vietnam's 
inauspicious beginnings and those who fear for 
the lives of the fifty American hostages in Iran. 
Southeast Asia began with 'advisers' and ended 
with hundreds of thousands of dead Americans; 
A naval blockade of Iran could end in a similar, if 
not a more surely bloody ending. How would 
Iran respond to having their economic system cut 
off? Surely they cannot challenge the U.S. 
militarily-no, they would begin by leading a few 
hostages into the courtyard of the American 
Embassy to be blown away. 
Or if that didn't work, small skirmishes would 
begin on Iran's borders. Iraq already threatens a 
war with them. 
Carter has been steady in keeping his cool during 
the 'crisis,' avoiding a repeat of previous knee-
jerk reactions. He's jabbered about military 
intervention, but action-wise has stuck to 
pacifistic methods, much to his credit. 
There are ways of getting at Iran. World pressure 
is beginning to fall on the oil-rich mideastern 
country. European countries are at least talking 
about sanctions now, but there are obstacles. 
Japan, for instance, produces n~ oi_l, and_ is 
dependant on oil producing countnes, mcludmg 
Iran for it's livelihood. The Japanese must step 
li_ghtly if they want to preserve their economy. 
And yet, they have shown, in a spiritual sense at 
least, they side with the U.S .. 
Americans are not willing to risk the possibility 
of a third world war over fifty hostages. Using 
military action would be stoopng to the level of 
the Russians, and others who in the past have 
criticized America for it's interventionist policies. 
Carter should stick to peaceful means of coercion, 
even if it costs the American hostages many more 
months of captivity. 
Give 'em hell 
Howle!!! 
The student body has spoken. Yesterday's 
Student Association (SA) elections made it clear 
the students feel current SA President Howie 
Meyer is doing a good job. 
Not only did Meyer win, but he managed to get 73 
percent of the vote. 
Meyer has been an outspoken and flambouyant 
president since he took office last fall. Starting 
with the SA store and paraphernalia sales, and 
ending with student service fee charges against 
WDTH and Intercollegiate Athletics, Meyer has 
made it a point to be involved in student concerns. 
Meyer now has the tough job of finding enough 
troops to fill the ranks of student government for 
next year. 
We wish Howie good luck next year, and hope he 






The notion of providing a carnival atmosphere 
for the observance of "Dry Wednesday" strikes 
one with a discordant note, indeed, almost 
enough to bring out the suspicious side of human 
nature. It's not that the idea of student awareness 
of the implications and magnitude of the 
alcoholism problem is faulty-it's just that the 
approach and allocation of the proceeds needs a 
little more consideration. 
First, do we need to fund a three-ring-circus to 
make a point that alcohol abuse is both 
widespread and dangerous? Frankly, we weren't 
aware that rock bands and basketball games 
qualified as handicapped children. And 
secondly, why not let the proceeds from the "Dry 
Wednesday" pledges benefit established local 
drug and alcohol abuse programs? The clear need 
exists to put the musde where the work is 
waiting. 
On the enthusiasm shown by the organizers and 
workers for "Dry Wednesday", we offer 
congratulations, on the response of the student 
body ... Hurrahl But we strongly suggest a 
reappraisal of future plans to ensure the 
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Uranium minina disturbs Anlshinabe culture 
by Edn_1 G1rte 
"And we have lo really protect the 
land. Because if we can 't slop it 
from being exploited anymore, 
then that will be the end of all 
human life. " 
This statement by Mrs. Sarah 
McCray, a traditional Navajo 
lady from Crownpoint, New 
Mexico, was central to the panel 
discussion on uranium mining 
sponsored by the UMD 
Anishinable Students Organiza-
tion, al lhe Kirby Ballroom on 
Friday. The panel consisted of 
Mrs. McCray, who spoke in 
Navajo, Mrs. Elsie Peshlakai, 
also from Crownpoint, who 
translated for her, and Mr. 
Vernon Bellecourl, Secretary/ 
Treasurer of the While Earth 
Chippewa Reservation, and a 
leader in the American Indian 
Movement. 
Extensive uranium mining and 
exploration has taken place on 
Navajo land in New Mexico. Mrs. 
Peshlakai said that in her 
community as in others, 
permission for exploratory 
drilling was obtained without lhe 
knowlege of the people in the 
affected communities. " I went to 
the B.I.A. (Bureau of Indian 
Affairs) many, many times and 
they wouldn't tell me-or they 
didn' t tell me because they didn't 
know. And then. they gave me the 
impression that it was too late; 
the lease was already signed and 
there was nothing that we could 
do to void the lease." After 
retaining lawyers, and with the 
assistance of the environmental 
group, " Friends of the Earth", 
several Navajo families have filed 
a sui t to halt uranium mining 
pri o r to a compreh en si ve 
environmental impact sta tement. 
Mrs. Peshlakai said that serious 
The ideal time 
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call VIiia Cap.-1 
Vizza 
problems have been created by 
ra'dtoactivity. 1n G-allup, N.M., 
the United Nuclear Dam broke, 
releasing 90 million gallons of 
radioactive water. She told the 
group that scientists and doctors 
tested affected children for 
gamma rays,·instead of for alpha 
and beta rays, and tested their 
urine rather than their ~tools, 
with the result that press coverage 
said that no harm had been done. 
The water, she said, "is running 
right in the middle of Gallup 
where all those people live. " 
"The more I read on radiation," 
she continued, " I cannot 
understand how a human race 
can even think to build a nuclear 
power plant. They produce 500 
pounds of plutonium a year and 
they don ' t know what to do with 
it. They sit il in nitric acid, and 
they can ' t get it too close or else 
it's going to melt down. One 
pound of plutonium could do it 
in to us, to every single one of us.'' 
Mrs. Peshlakai said that it isn't 
possible for her to separate the 
uranium issue from the religious 
insights of her people. "Behind 
our house is a Mesa. In our 
religion, we put these sacred 
stones down there. Some people 
-like my father has a ceremony 
he's done for them, before they 
wen t to war, so they could come 
back safely. And those people 
who had these ceremonies done 
for them-they all came back. 
Now these people who came to 
\ , . 
-~\ .. ·
For appointment call: 
(218) 728-2863 
GLASS BLOCK 




explore-- they didn't ask anybody 
and they made roads on the sides 
of the Mesas .. . they just turned it 
over with a bulldozer. That's like 
a temple. And that's what we said 
to the company. We don't go to 
your towns, wedon'tdestroyyour 
temples or your chapels where 
you have your place to 
worship ... " 
"And there's many places we had 
medicine that just doesn't grow 
everywhere. We have a medicine 
for everything. We have food for 
everything. We have seasonings 
and herbs that were useful to us 
and they don ' t grow any more. 
And that's what we're saying. 
That this is our way of life; it 
cannot be changed. The temporal 
and spiritual things cannot be 
separated ... Up in our area, it isn't 
the young people, the anti-
nuclearists that are making all 
this hassle; it's people like my 
parents, my aunts and my uncles, 
Mrs. McCray .. .It 's the older 
people, the medicine men and 
holy men who see through crystal 
and who can use their hands and 
their body to see how grea t the 
earth is and that it has a spirit and 
it breathes and it's just like you 
and me. And if we hurt, it hurts. 
And that 's why we're given trust 
responsibility. If you take care of 
the earth, she' ll take care of us. 
And she's going through so many 
heartaches already that with this 
type of impact, I don 't know if she 
can las t much longer." 
Later, Mrs . Peshlakai continued, 
"You see, uranium was put 
underneath to help -the earth stay 
together. It's its main life blood. 
. And it was put there ... for the 
earth and for it to be used by the 
earth. And we're not supposed to 
use it. It wasn't meantto be used." 
In her opening r~marks, Mrs. 
McCray had touched upon the 
same theme. "I am afraid of 
airplanes but I came anyway 
because I needed to give you our 
message ... We came to give you 
this message because we don't 
want to hurt the earth either. It's 
just like us; it has a spirit; it has 
blood and has a body and the 
people who have taken out maybe 
the sweetest parts-it's like 
they're having an operation and 
they're taking the vital organs 
out. And what if in the future-
we hear on the news that there are 
volcanoes being active now, and 
someday in the future, what if 
these mountains that we hold 
sacred, what if they erupt, or what 
if the water is let loose. So we were 
given this land and we're very 
conservative about it and that's 
the only way to make way for the 
coming generations .. . " 
Mr. Bellecourt pointed out that 
the fi rst victims of Nagasaki and 
Hiroshima were not the Japanese 
who were killed, but the Navajo 
miners who had contracted 
Culture to 6 
UNION OPTICAL 
EYES E XAMINED B Y 
REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST 
O U R E V E R YDAY PRIC E SAVES 
UMD STU DENTS AND FACU LTY 
MEMBERS UP TO 50% 
(ID REQUIRED) 
M ·F 9AM•5PM1 SAT 9AM·1PM1 MWF TPM-9PM 
20Q_~ LoNDON RD, (SAME BLDG AS REEF) 
Leather Boat Shoe 
•••• great with all your Jeans 
mall orders add $1.50 poatage/handllng 
Dept. 41 
all leather uppers, skid resistant soles 
rawhide laclng all around provides 
strength and excellent support. Sizes 
5½ - 10. 
Ladles' shoes-- MIiier Mall, First Level; 
Downtown, Main Floor. 
SWAMPED Duluth leglslator Tom Berkelman turns to 
dl1cu11 the overload of paperwork with a 
colleague as the State Legl1lature wrapped 
up the se11lon last weekend. 
Health Service from 1 
60% of the student population 
and solves 90% of their needed 
problems says McCutcheon. 
Emergency care or major surgery 
is provided at St. Luke's or St. 
Mary's Hospital, with coverage 
fal)ing on the student's 
insurance. 
SHAC sponsors many health 
related functions on campus 
which have included : the 
Wilderness First Aid Clinic, CPR 
training, Alcohol and Drug 
Awareness and Wellness Insight 
meetings. Recent programs such 
as Nutrition Counseling Service 
and Female Health Care Plan are 
receiving much positive feed-
back according to McCutcheon. 
Culture from 5 
cancer. "They never talk about 
this," he said, "and they may not 
want me to". Mrs. Peshlakai 
confirmed that out of the 100 
miners, 25 have died of cancer and 
another 25 are ill with cancer 
now. Prior to the mining, she 
said, there were no cases of cancer 
among the Navajo people. 
.. ~,..,..,...,.y ...... :~~Gte ... ~IMJM!t~II. 
ATTENTION 
All Contributors to the March 
27th Creative Arts Supplement. .. 
I All work must be submitted to the business j• manager by 4/ l 8. f All work has to be attached to clean 8½ xl I 
pieces pf paper with total colum inches 
totaled on a cover sheet. 
NO work will be accepted after 4:00 p.m. 
April 18th NO EXCEPTIONS! 
Rec. Sports 
181 ue Ribbon C9lassic 
Activity: Softball Tournament 
Date: May 10 - 11 
32 Team Limit (Men's & Women's) 
Trophies and Prizes 
will be Awarded 




UP TO 114.]00 IICIER 
The Army can help you save a lot ol 
money for college . In a two-year en listment , 
you can accumulate up to $7-100. In three 
years, up to Sl2, 100. And as much as 
$14,100 in four years! 
It's the Veterans' Educational Assist -
ance Program (VEAP, for short), and it gets 
you two dollars for every one dollar you 
save for college (see chart). 
And now, if you qualify, it can include 
You save: 
Go\''t. adds 
2-for- l : 
Total: 
Education Bonus: 
Total Benefits : 
Per .\\o. 2 Yr~. :l \'r~. -t Yr~. 
$75 $1800 $2700 S2700 
Sl50 S3600 $5-100 $1-100 
S225 S1-!00 $8100 S8 100 
S2000 S-1000 S6000 
$7-100$12, 100$ 1-1, 100* 
educational bonuses of up to $2,000, • l 'pt " s,tXlll more" a\'ailahk in a hunu,. ,1 1 uu enl ,, t lor lour 
S-1,000 and $6,000 for two-,three-, and four- i em ,n een.un skills . 
year enlistments respectively. 
MAKE THE HOME TEAM 
AND GET $2,000 FOR COLLEGE. 
Teaming up with your local Army Reserve unit really pays off. If 
you're a high school diploma graduate and qualify, you may be able 
to get up to $2,000 in educational aid for college. Or cin 
enlistment bonus of $1,500, whichever you prefer. And you can 
learn a valuable skill, too. Giving your "home team" a hand 
part-time can mean an extra $1,000 the first year. You can even 
begin while you're still in high school, if you're 17 or older and 
meet other enlistment qualifications. For details , stop by today . 
NOW INTERVIEWING! 
APRIL 20, 21 & 22, 1980 
DULUTH HOLIDAY INN 
CALL COLLECT 727-8821 
spor1s 
UMD nine takes 
trio from UWS 
by Greg Nelson 
The Bulldogs took three games of 
their four-game midweek series 
against Wisconsin-Superior, 
sweeping Tuesday's pair and 
romping over the Yellowjackets 
in Wednesday's nightcap for a 
twin bill split that left UMD with 
a 7-9 season Jog. 
The sole Joss to UWS came in the 
first game Wednesday as 
Yellowjacket hurler Jeff Mumm 
checked the Dogs to three hits. 
UMD turned it around in the 
finale, counting four in each of 
the first two innings and six in 
the third for a 14- l lead after 
three. They still held that 13-run 
margin after five innings when 
the game was called because of 
the ten-run rule. 
Freshman hurler Dave Kotney 
raised his overall record to 3-0 
with a two-hitter. 
Pete Franz was two-for-four at the 
plate with four RBI and Jay 
Nelson cranked two doubles in 
three trips to drive across a pair. 
Al Cleveland and Scott Baker had 
three RBI each , although 
Cleveland had the only hit 
between the two of them. 






by J. T. Landes 
paced UMD's 15-hit attack with 
three hits each in Tuesday's 14-5 
opening win. Bohren drove 
across three runs while Baker 
counted two doubles and two 
RBI among his heroics. 
The Bulldogs rode a four-hit, l l-
strikeout performance by pitcher 
Bruce Lohman to a 5-2 second 
game win. Stan Palmer's two-run 
homer in the first inning and 
Bruce Twaddle's second-inning 
solo shot proved to be all the 
offense the Bulldogs needed. 
The baseball Bulldogs opened 
the 1980 regular season by 
salvaging the final game on their 
four-game weekend swing 
through the NIC's proverbial 
lion's dens-the home fields of 
Mankato State and Winona State. 
The Dogs first league win came 
in Saturday's nightcap and was 
fueled by junior catcher Casey 
Frank. 
Frank's three-run homer , 
following a pair of walks and 
captain Stan Palmer's RBI single, 
staked UMD to a 4-0 third inning 
lead. 
Frank cracked an RBI double in 
the fifth to give the Bulldogs a 5-2 
lead before Winona's Jeff Hanson 
hit a two-run shot to bring the 
The UMD women's tennis team 
continued to roll along with a 
pair of victories this past week. 
The Bulldogs defeated Northern 
Sun Conference opponent 
Mankato State 6-3 Saturday and 
won their first outdoor match of 
the year Tuesday at River Falls, 
Wisconsin, by a score of 7-2. 
" We rebounded well against 
Mankato," said UMD coach 
Jeanne Berg, "after losing that 
tough 5-4 match to top-ranked St. 
Cloud last Tuesday, when we 
should have beaten them." 
A neck injury to Anita Smiley 
forced Berg to juggle her lineup 
for the Mankato contest. 
Meg Brown, normally paired 
with Smiley at third doubles, 
moved into the sixth singles spot 
and came away victorious with 
scores of 6-3 and 7-6. 
A new third doubles tandem of 
Laurie Osmundson and Cheryl 
Milbridge highlighted the match 
against the Mavericks. The duo 
won their match 7-5, 6-2. 
Julie Loken and Connie 
Anderson, the second doubles 
team all year, won again at that 
position by 6-3, 6-2. 
No. singles player Marie 
Sershen had the task of facing 
Cheryl Rosenhammer, whom 
Berg calls the best player in the 
state. Rosenhammer was up to 
challenge and won 6-0, 6-1. 
Sershen and first doubles partner 
Kathy Letourneau lost a close 7-6, 
7-5 match. 
I , I 
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Randy HIii (13) direct• traffic aa Stan Palmer 
1llde1 In to acore for UMD · during 
Wedneaday'a doubleheader agalnat 
Wl1con1ln-Superlor, 
Warriors within one run. Palmer 
added his second RBI of the game 
on a seventh-inning sacrifice fly 
to produce the 6-4 final tally. 
Scott Holmen racked up his third 
save of the year, going the final 
two and two-thirds innings as he 
combined with starter and 
winning pitcher Dave Kotney on 
a four-hit effort. 
The Bulldogs dropped the firs t 
game 2-0 as shortstop J im 
The Bulldogs left their top two 
players, Sershen and Letourneau, 
home when they faced the weaker 
Indians of River Falls, giving 
some players a chance to play at 
higher positions. 
" Connie Anderson moved up 
from third to first singles and 
shut out her opponent 6-0, 6-0. 
She has played well for us all year 
and she proved she deserves to be 
in the top three singles,'-' said 
Berg. 
The lack of snow on the courts . 
has allowed the Bulldogs to get 
outside to practice earlier than 
ever this year. 
"This is going to help us in some 
of our important matches coming 
up, " said Berg. "They will all 
probably be outside and we 
already have one outside match 
under our belts." 
This weekend finds UMDI' 
traveling south to Mankato for 
quite a bit of tennis activity . 
Friday, the Bulldogs face the 
Mavericks of Mankato again. On 
Saturday, Moorhead State will be 
in Mankato to face the Bulldogs, 
who will take on Gustavus 
Adolphus later that same day . 
Tuesday, UMD travels to Bemidji 
State for another important 
match. 
"These four matches, plus the 
one at St. Cloud next weekend, 
will give us a good idea how we 
stand talent-wise going into the 
conference meet a few weeks 
away," Berg said. 
Marudas provided the only 
offense the Dogs could muster 
with a seventh-inning safety off 
Winona pitcher Robin Rusch. 
The Bulldogs suffered dual losses 
on opening day as perennial 
contender Mankato State 
thrashed them 6-0 and 9-3 under 
conditions head coach Scott 
Hann a term ed " a bsolute ly 
unplayable." 
"From right field to center there 
was from one to two inches of 
slush," said Hanna. "Randy 
Hill's foot was frozen and swollen 
up from frostbite by the end of the 
game." 
UMD's conference home opener 
is slated for Saturday against 
Northern State and the Dogs 
continue league action on 
Tuesday at St. Cloud State. 
UMD netters suffer 
questlonable loss 
by Andrea Wllklnson 
" I guess we have to call it a loss," 
said UMD men 's tennis coach 
Don Roach. 
The final score read: St. Cloud 
State 5, UMD 4. That adds up to 
nine matches, but the Bulldogs 
only played seven. 
Bob Fleming, UMD's No. 2 
singles player, had to miss the 
weekend's competition for 
personal reasons, and his likely 
replacement, Dave Peters, was 
basking in the Bahamian 
sunshine. 
So UMD, left with only five 
players, was forced to forfeit both 
the second singles and second 
doubles matches , although 
Roach is confident the Bulldogs 
could have won at least one of 
those contests and turned the 
final score around. 
"It was_ kind of a weird situation 
anyway," Roach said. "We 
started playing inside at about I 0 
p.m. and finished at about 6:00 in 
the morning." 
Roach had considered teaming 
Don McGregor, who had just 
finished playing No. I doubles, 
with Mark Welinski at No. 2 
doubles. 
"But the kids were just beat," 
Roach said. "We just ran out of 
gas." 
The forfeit in the second doubles 
spot was the only mark against 
the Bulldogs as they routed 
Northern State 8-1 the following 
day to up their overall season 
record to 6- l. 
UMD will put that record on the 
line at 5 p.m. Friday when they 
host Michigan Tech in Northern 
Intercollegiate Conference 
. competition. 
The following day, the UMD 
netters will entertain the highly-
touted Golden Gusties of 
Gustavus Adolphus in a non-
conference match. 
"Hopefully we'll give them a 
good battle," Roach said of the 
Gusties. "They're a good team. 
They've lost a few, but then 
they've been traveling down 
south and playing some really 
tough schools. 
"But it's Tech and the other 
conference matches that we really 
are concerned with. Those are the 
ones that are important for us." 
The Bulldogs will travel to 
Northfield Monday to take on 
non-conference opponents 
Carleton College and St. Olaf, 
before returning to league action 
Tuesday against the hosting 
Mankato State Mavericks. 
UMD rounds out its regular 
season the following week with 
contests against conference foes 
Bemidji State, St. Cloud and 
Moorhead State, and will begin 
NIC tournament competition 
May l. 
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Sport Shorts " 
Golfers to 
open season 
The UMD golfers will open their 
1980 season this weekend at the 
Southern Minnesota Intercoll-
egiate Invitational tournament. 
The two-day event begins at the 
Mankato Country Club Friday 
and concludes the following day 
at the Lesueur Municipal Golf 
Course. 
The Bulldog line-up includes 
Tony Battistini, John Retica, 
Rich Kirby, Tom Waitrovich and 
John Marlton. 
Cagers recruit four 
The number of recruits for next year's 
UMD basketball squad has risen to four-
the latest addition being guard Chris 
Neumann of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 
Neumann played on the Whitefish Bay 
Dominican High School state 
championship team, where he was one of 
five forwards scoring in double figures. He 
will play either guard or forward for the 
Bulldogs. 
Forward Mitch Lindstrom, in his last year 
at Superior Senior High, averaged 24 
points and 12 rebounds per game during 
the 1979-80 campaign, while forward-
center Dave Lehto scored an average of 18 
points and pulled down 15 rebounds per 
outing as a senior at Proctor High School 
this past season. 
Jeff Oliphant of Deerwood comes to UMD 
as a transfer student from Brainerd 
Community College, where he gained 
Minnesota Junior College All-State 
recognition and all-region honors with an 














The UMD men's and women's 
track teams will be on the road 
this weekend for events in 
Bemidji and Morris. 
The men's squad will participate 
in the Bemidji Relays Friday and 
will challenge conference foe 
Minnesotaa-Morris in dual meet 
competition Saturday. 
The women will also meet Morris 
in league action Saturday. 
Rec Sports deadlines 
The Rec Sports softball team season is 
scheduled to open Monday, April 21. 
Teams must be signed up by 8 p.m. 
TODAY. Rec Sports is also accepting 
entrants for the April 24 track meet. 
GLDC places third 
UMD's Greatest Lake Disc Club scored a 
21-17 win over Carleton College to finish 
third in the 1980 Minnesota Ultimate 
Frisbee Championships at St. Cloud last 
weekend. 
The Duluth squad suffered a 19-18 
overtime loss to eventual title-winner St. 
Cloud I to drop into the third-place bracket 
of the nine-team tournament. 
The GLDC will compete in the Midwest 
Sectional Ultimate Tournament 
scheduled for April 26-27 in Minneapolis . 
A top-three finish would advance the 
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Patty Balley of UMD takes a 
breather on second base as 
the Bulldogs opened their 
regular season with a pair of 
photo/ Rob Ltvlnt 
Wednesday games against 




on soft contact lens 
Contact Lens Specialists Auallable 
no appointment necessary • no obligation 
Stop at Midwest Vision Center. The 
Contact Lens Specialist will fit vou with 
ffydrocure Soft Contact•. 
Even people with astigmatism are nou, 
wearing ffydrocurve Soft Contact•. 
No more fitting problems. no more 
Irritation. no long break In period. 
Soft Contacts $89.00 
Eye Examination Extra 
Price Include• Complete Care Kit and a 60 Day 
Money Back Guarantee on Soft Contact Len• 
Only. 
i;ye• Examined by Regi.tered Optometrl•t. 
3ZS West Superior St 





The campus will be the site of a 
flurry of karate competition this 
weekend when the Pro-Am 
Karate Series and the Duluth 
Open Karate Tournament come 
to the UMD gym. 
Action opens at 8 p.m. Friday 
with a full-contact karate card 
and continues at noon Saturday 
with the open tournament. 
Highlighting Friday's competi-
tion is a main event that pits 
Tom Hendron, the owner of a 7-1 
record, against world-ranked 
lightweight Michael Grotefend, 
who is 8-1 and has won his last 
two fights by knockout. 
UMD senior Steve Kovacic will be 
rematched against Wayne 
Sowers, who battled the Karate 
North fighterto an overtime tie in · 
their last meeting February 8. 
Karate North's Mike Madden, a 
graduate of UMD and its karate 
program, will attempt to avenge 
an earlier loss to Buzz Tilleskjor 
of the Korean Karate Institute in 
· the opening bout. 
In addition to the six other 
individual contests, the card 
includes a team fight between the 
defending champion Btown Belts 
of Karate North, who took the 
initial title at last fall's Duluth 
Open, and the Brown Belts of 
Robbinsdale's Karate Company. 
The Duluth squad includes Mark 
Piearson and Bob Brophy, both 
UMD students, Rick Sall, Ed 
"Sonny" Green and Bruce 
Nickila. 
Approximately ~00 fighters, a 
third of them UMD students, are 
expected to enter the Duluth 
Open Tournament the following 
day. 
Among the anticipated 
contenders are U.S. heavyweight 
,full-contact champion John 
Jackson, Jr., and Bryan Byrne 
and Ken Wilhelm, who will 
challenge each other in a 
heavyweight match Friday night. 
Floor hockey standings· .. Good food • 
Good music. J~ AS OF 4/ 12/ 80 Women's Ind. AA TEAM WLT 
iuckwheats 4 0 0 40 The Hoax l 2 l 
Peons 3 1 0 30 Mellow Juana's 0 4 0 
Rat Pack 3 1 0 30 
Blitzkreig 2 2 0 20 Men's Ind. AA 
!!landers 2 l 0 20 Div. I 
just Awesome 2 I 0 20 Gonzo 3 0 0 The Winners 1 2 0 IO I st St. Snafu 2 0 I ltogies 0 2 0 0 Budget Beer Silver 2 0 I Ozones 0 2 0 0 I st St. Blue 2 l 0 
Men's Dorm AA Moonball Express 0 I 2 
Div. I Kamakaze Kids 0 I 2 
4 0 40 
Coney Island I 2 0 
The Masters 0 Primo 2 1 2 0 
\Veekend Warriors 2 1 I 25 Bull winkles l 2 0 
Peat Batallion 2 1 l 25 
True "U" l 2 I 15 Div. II 
1st St. Gang Red l 3 0 10 
!tee! Toes 0 3 l 5 Islanders Black 3 0 0 
CCCP 3 0 0 
Warriors 2 l 0 2 
Div. II Islanders Orange l I l 
Cleavors 3 1 0 30 Lamia l I l 
Torrance Tappers 2 1 l 25 One Hits l 2 0 
Dog Faced Boys 2 l l 25 Man Machine l 2 0 
Warriors 2 2 0 20 Outlaws l l l 
Pts. Div. III 
15 Gold Country 









Alpha Nu Omega 
20 
IO Div. IV. 
IO Peons IO Ozones 10 
0 JFA Bocce Boys 
Willies 
Ludes 
30 Budget Beer 
30 Ruggers 
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3 0 0 30 Good times. 2 0 I 25 
I 2 0 1 25 
2 I O 20 Q 
l l 1 15 
1 1 I 15 
I 2 0 IO 




























For goodness sake! 
This week featuring: 
Lonnie l\nlaht 
Thu.-, - lat. ~p.-11 17 • 1 <;t 
Sundag Brunch- II to 3 
Italian Menu-All dag Tues. 
is a traditional week in which 
all our organizations sponsor 
activities to raise money for 
other students. In past years, 
SOS week has promoted 
scholarships, the music 
listening area and other such 
activities. 
~vent~ _elanned !~!~ yea! _i_nc_lude:_ 
Movie: Blazing Saddles Car Wash 
Square Dance Popcorn 
Auction BBQ 
Casino Bike Race 
Smash-a-Beater and more 
Meet with Greg Schmaedeke 
SA off ice to get your 
organization involved with a 
fundraising event. Don't worry, 
this won't be counted as your 







le for the birds ... 
a nd c harnelone , 
frogs , plants ... 
Text and photos/ Rob Levine 
Phil Lundberg got bored with fixing laundry 
equipment and mopping floors at his Chester 
Park Laundromat, so he did something to make 
his job more fun: He added an ant farm, plants, 
and most recently, a 25 finch aviary. 
The Duluth Washer-Dryer magnate spun the 
jungle ideas himself, but had a UMD Computer 
Science junior named I van Miller do the leg work, 
spending $1000 on the aviary alone and planning 
future additions which tentatively include a 
waterfall. 
"Business 1s up" after the additions, says 
Lundberg. 
While pointing to a small birdcage, he says the 
finches are better off in his aviary because they 
have so much more room. Roommates include 
three chameleons, a frog, innumerable worms, 25 
exotic finches-Strawberry, Cordon Bleus, 
Silverbills, Society, Cutthroats and various others 
like Zebras, about whom a sign 1s painted in the 
front window warning: Beware of low flying 
Zebras. 
And the birds aren't strictly seed eaters; they 
devoured an Asparagus Fern, part of a growing 
arboretum of fig and rubber trees and 
philodendrons, all rooted in six-eight inches of 
soil. 
The laundry itself is somewhat famous for its 
diverse clientele of UMD and St. Scholastica 
students and general east hillsiders. 
Some people, however, go just to read the paper 
and perhaps chat a bit. Others peer at the birds 
and search out \\'Orms-mostly futilely since they 
don't like light-in the laundromat's 15 square-
foot ant farm. But mostly they still come to do e 
weekly, or in some students' cases, b' eekly,J 
wash. (t'\ol\f'll 1 
Photos, clockwise from top: Two 
passersby look in laundromat 
window., Finches perch while 
owner Phil Lundberg, bottom 
right, checks the aviary; Not 
everyone comes to wash, bottom 
left, some come to read or chat; 
Sign on door asks altruism for 
winged friends. 
. Sale Price 
Marantz MR-22O (40 watts) .• ••••. .••• $158 
Marantz MR-235 (70 watts) ••••••. .•.. $189 
Marantz MR-255 ( 110 watts) •••..••••. $255 
T echnics SA-3O3 (80 watts) .•• .. • ...• $179 
Technics SA-404 (100 watts) .•.....•. $229 
Onkyo TX-2500 MKII (80 watts) .•...• $249 
Sony STR-V2 (40 watts) .••.• •... .. • .. $169 
Sony STR-25-(50 watts) •••.•• ..• . . ..• $198 
Sony STR-35 (70 watts) .•••••..•...•. $219 
Technics SA-500 (110 watts) • •.. •. .•. $219 
• 
Amps and Tuners 
Alpha Amp and Preamp 
(100 watts) ••••.•••••••••.••••••• $349 set 
Marantz PM300 (76 watts) •••.••••••• $159 
Marantz ST300 (tuner) .•••••••••.••• $159 
Kenwood KA-6100 (100 watts) •.•••••• $169 
Turntables 
Akai AP-BIOC (belt w/cart.) • . • .. ••.• . • $ 79 
Dual 1237 (belt - changer) •••••••••••••. $ 89 
BSR 255SX (changer w/ cart.) . ..••• . •••. $ 59 
Sanyo TP-1O3O (direct drive, auto.) .••. •. $119 
Technics SL-Bl (belt drive) . •....••..• $ 59 
Tape Decks 
Sale Price 
Pioneer CT-F900 (3 head) •.•.••.•••. $289 
Teac F-30O (Dolby cass.) •••..•••••• •. $149 
T eac A-3OO (3 head) (3 head) •••.••••..• $229 
Technics RS-M44 (Dolby cass.) .•••••• $249 
Technics RS-M22 (Dolby cass.) ••• ..•. $199 
Pioneer CT-F65O (Dolby cass.) •••••.•• $188 
Pioneer CT-F75O (auto. rev.) •••••.••• $248 
Pioneer CT-F85O (3 head) ••••••••. •. $298 
Speakers 
Marantz DS-92O (12 inc h 3 way) •.. $188 ea. 
BIC Model 44 (10 inch 3 way) ••..•. $ 88 ea. 
Marantz LSSOO (15 inch 3 way) ••.. $148 ea. 
Pioneer HPM-6O (10 inch 3 way) .•. $119 ea. 
Car Stereo 
Sanyo FT-418 (AM-FM cass.) •.•.. . •.•• $109 
Craig T-686 (AM-FM digital cass.) ••. .. •.. $198 
Pioneer KP-8005 (AM-FM cass.) •. . • ... $119 
Colt (80 watt - power amp) •••••••.••.••.. $ 79 
Northstar (60 watt, 7 band EQ-amp) ••..•.. $ 89 
Audiophonics (30 watts , 5 band EQ-amp) •. $ 59 
All items subject to 
prior sale. Sorry, no 
rainchecks, returns or 
credit cards on these 
. dwest Stereo 
Village Mall Shopping Center 
(next to Miller Mall) 727-4 77 4 
. F - 10 AM to 9 pM; 
Mon· rt LI Open: AM to 5 P1 ... ; 
SAT 10 NOON to 5 PM 
sUN 
"A pleasant experience" 
Hypnotist Palmer suggests x-ray vision 
audience was undressed! However, the 
roles were reversed as they awoke again to 
find themselves undressed, at which time 
there was an immediate dash to the 
curtains behind the stage. Palmer had 
convince~ his subjects of a number of 
situations, such as extreme heat and cold, 
ants crawling on the floor, anct an 
extremely unpleasant odor rising from 
their fellow hypnotics. 
by Carol Selenakl 
John Ivan Palmer, nationally known 
hypnotist and memory expert, 
demonstrated his unique and mystical 
ability to an abundant UMD audience. 
Palmer claims he travels over l 00,000 miles 
a year performing at colleges, conventions, 
and night clubs in the United States and 
Canada. He has appeared on television 
talk shows and has recently appeared over 
national television in Canada. 
he was to show, beyond a possibility of a 
doubt, his extraordinary memory ability. 
As the audience randomly called out their 
page number, Palmer announced verbatim 
what article and / or advertisement 
occupied that specific page, and the reverse 
side. He had read the magazine only twenty 
minutes prior to the show. 
obey Palmer's every command. His 
attention was focused primarily on his 
front row subjects which were seated 
facing the audience. He then proceeded to 
lure his subjects into a state, allied to 
normal sleep, by his and their 
concentration. 
Bob Peters, one of Palmer's hypnotics, 
claimed he remembered everything he had 
done, and recalled it as being a very 
pleasant experience. Another subject, 
David Clark, also said he recalled 
everything he did, but when asked why he 
had done certain things he could not 
remember doing them. 
The evening began with Palmer scurrying 
between rows in the audience tossing pages 
of Time magazine right and left, of which 
However, the most intriguing 
performance was yet to come, as Palmer 
invited volunteers to participate in his 
show of hypnotism. A large number of 
students crowded anxiously on the stage to 
Continuing with the show, Palmer 
proceeded to control his subjects with their 
complete and undivided attention to his 
every command. His volunteers were 
"asleep" only to awake and find that 
Palmer had them convinced the entire 
On June 17th and 18th, John Ivan Palmer 
will return to Duluth, holding seminars on 
weight control and smoking, which will 
appear on television and radio. 
Uance concert 
Plays It hot 
by Alllaon Llak 
Play it hot and into the floor. Jazz. Jazz Dancing. It seems to have 
infiltrated the dancers at UMD; their bodies reacting to a sensual, 
hard driving, tight kind of movement in a style called jazz. 
Although not a total Jazz concert, the spring program most 
certainly stepped forward with its influence. The dancers presented 
their open palms and flexed feet to a receptive audience eager to be 
l entertained. 
: Instructor Sharon Friedler was at her best, both as choreographer 
I and performer; the fact that dancing is hard work easily hidden 
behind flowing arms and strengthened lifts. The title of her 
opening piece, "Kitywampus Suite", gave an intriguing curiosity, 
a wealth of variety and showmanship. Although the dance bordered 
on variety show extravagance, the professional technique and let-
loose yet trained attitude of her dancers pulled off a very consistent 
power study in jazz. 
The live accompaniment by the UMD Jazz Ensemble set the pace 
[or the dancers "trendy" jazz shoes, keeping their gut level 
performances in the rein of the choreography. 
Sharon's subjective dancing proved moving yet painful in her 
interpretation of Will Swanson 's "Drift". The hurt was evident in 
the dance reminiscent of memories of lost relationships. It 's as if an 
emotional catharsis took place on the dramatic, blackened stage, a 
personal struggle unwound with cutting movements and sharp 
contractions. A personal glimpse at a gutsy lady. 
Jeff Pearson came up with a balletic piece entitled "Watroud". The 
trio of dancers gracefully interpreted the music in a sensitive scene 
that reminded me of a tone, neutral painting. The formal, strong 
composition and placement gave an almost rigid cold impression 
that brought thoughts of well-trained animals moving through 
their paces. 
The scenes of everyday genre literally walked onto the stage before 
the last intermission sent the audience out for air. The wit of Chuck 
Pizarro came across in his "Music: Muzak". Tales of the everyday 
housewife, the young ingenue, debutantes, and couples in love, 
even a sexy lady (all talk) shared the barren stage on a soap opera 
channel. 
Nadine Chapdelaine offered a wonderful portrayal of the everyday 
housewife complete with cotton house coat and curlers in her hair. 
The character became complete with vacuum cleaner pushing 
ahead. 
Thursday's performance brought the audience a glimpse_s>f the U of 
M-Minneapolis dancers, a group of women who performed in the 
style of Isadore Uuncan . The eastern mtluence came through in the 
dramatic, symbolic movements accompanied by a slow steady beat. 
The concert ended with what I would term "That's Entertainment" 
dancing. There was plenty of fancy footwork, suggestive 
movement, and shimmying shoulders, a real T and A production. 
The piece, "Ease" was choreographed by Darci Brown, an aspiring, 
talented dancer at UMD. It is her first piece and had the "I've got to 
please the audience" attitude often found in first attempts. If that 
was to be her goal, then she most certainly succeeded; many in the 
audience instantly labeled it their favorite. 
Her natural feel for jazz was half-heartedly pulled off by her six 
dancers. Only one pair of long legs in the front row looked 
attractive in the somewhat confusing costumes. The baggy leotards 
and straining track shorts did not help the 17th century figures of 
many of the girls. 
The concert was pleasing to a follower of dance, but I am beginning 
to question the direction of the UMD program. The company 
seems to be sli,Pping away from the fine art aspect of dance. The 
concert was m0re flash and legs than creative or subjective. Sure an 
audience needs to be entertained but I feel that the students of dance 
should be led more towards a more personal art form rather than 
movie theatre high kickers. 
Wegren recital 
Pianist Tom Wegren, assistant 
professor in the UMD music 
d~artment, will give a recital on 
TTiesday, April 22nd at 8 p.m. in 
the Marshall Performing Ans 
Center. 
Dr. Wegren will perform his own 
work entitled "Four Vignettes" as 
well as works by Schubert, Ravek, 
and Chopin and a medley of pop 
tunes. Chamber music by Piston 
will be included in the progrm 
with John Hass, cellist, and Tim 
Jacobson, violinist. 
Head of the Lakes Jazz 
Festival underway 
Jazz superstars Bob Brookmeyer 
and Frank Foster will headline 
two concerts at the Head of the 
Lakes Jazz Festival, which gets 
underway this week at UMD. 
The concerts at 8 p.m. Friday and 
Saturday, April I 8 and 19, will 
feature performances by 
Brookmeyer and Foster as well as 
UMD's Jazz Ensemble I. Both 
co.ncerts are at the UMD Marshall 
Performing Arts Center. 
UMD Jazz Studies Director 
George Hitt, coordinator of the 
festival , described his two guest 
artists as "giants in the 
performance and composition of 
jazz." 
Brookmeyer 1s a valve 
trombonist, composer-arranger 
and pianist who, after a decade of 
self-imposed exile from the jazz 
scene, made a spectacular 
comeback last year with his 
album "The Bob Brookmeyer 
Small Band," which· was 
acclaimed by critics across the 
country. 
Brookmeyer has been described 
by his critics as" ... oneofthemos1 
gifted improvisers ... blessed with 
vigorous subtlety, moderated 
irony and just plain superb 
taste. " 
Foster boasts equally impressive 
credentials. He was a featured 
soloist with the award-winning 
Count Basie Band, as well as 
other bands such as Peter Duchin, 
Elvin Jones and Thad Jones/ Mel 
Lewis, which featured him and 
Brookmeyer simultaneously. 
Also the winner of many awards 
and honors, Foster, who has just 
returned from an African tour, 
composed and won critical 
acclaim for the "Lake Placid 
Suite", which was commissioned 
by the XII Olympic Winter 
Games 1980. 
Jazz Featlval to 13 
,----§TU I)~---..... 
in 
,1111 a few Place, 
Page 13 
New Wave in Mpls. 
THE SUBURBS IN COMBO 
trench/ I'd be a hero/ But I can't. 
stand the stench." Cheery, no? 
April 17, 1980 
Jazz Fe1tlval from 12 
UMD's Jazz I, who will back both 
artists, will also perform 
compositions by Brookmeyer and 
Foster, as well as the works of 
other composers including Toski 
Akiyoki and Stanley Clark. 
Everyon·e's moving to The Suburbs The music is a little happier, and there's not as much snarling as in 
the past, but Elvis has still got 
that levelling perspective. From 
"The Imposter": "This is your 
big decision/ Hope you're not 
disappointed/ He's got double 
vision/ You want him double 
jointed and he's not the man you 
think that he can be." His lyrics 
are so potent that practically any 
line can stand alone; which 
means he sands alone as a lyricist. 
Both concerts conclude day-long 
activities for the festival, which 
will bring to UMD large jazz 
ensembles and combos from 
Minnesota, Wisconsin, North 
Dakota and Illinois for day-time 
performances and sight reading 
events in the Marshall Center and 
Kirby Student Center. 
Tickets for the concerts are $3 per 
night or $5 for a two-day pass 
which covers all festival events. 
Student tickets are $2 per night or 
$3 for a two-day pass. Tickets are 
available at the Kirby Ticket 
Office, 726-7170, or at the 
Marshall Box Office just prior to 
the concerts. 
by David Ayers 
The Suburba/ln Combo (Twin 
Tone) The once exciting promise 
of the Minneapolis rock scene is 
beginning to look like an empty 
one. Not long ago a real decision 
was demanded on weekend road 
rrips to the Mill City. 
One had to choose between an 
inspired Curt Almstead, the 
relentless Commandos, a fresh 
Flamingo, and the sensory 
assault of The Suburbs. Curtiss A 
now suffers from woeful material 
and an utterly uninspiring band, 
Almaas is trying to make it in the 
Big Apple with Crackers, Chris 
Osgood plays with 40 I bands and 
acts like the Pillsbury Doughboy, 
the Johnny Rey-less Flamin' Ohs 
have gone stale, and that leaves us 
with the 'Burbs. 
The Suburbs are a fun band in a 
live setting. Beer-drinking music 
for the 80's, which makes this a 
great party album. It's fast as hell 
and you couldn't find a melody if 
your mother's leathers depended 
on it. Is that all there is to the 
Suburbs? Maybe so. 
I've alway felt this bad had too 
much talent to invest too much 
energy in weird. At the same time 
weird makes a song like "Goggles 
On" a real prize. "Drinking", and 
"Eyesight" are also excellent. 
But ... 
It's like I've always wondered 
about the Harlem Globetrotters. 
How good would they be if they 
didn't fuck around? The Suburbs 
are too good to be the clown 
princes of Minneapolis rock. 
Besides, they're practically all 
that's left. 
Elvla Coatello and the 
Attraction/Get Happyll 
(Columbla) "Hi!" writes Nick 
Lowe. He certainly seems happy, 
that Nick. He doesn't open with a 
bold "Attention", or a laid back 
"Greetings", or an up-front 
"Dear Consumer". It's an oh-so-
happy "Hi!" from the producer. 
He goes ou, "You'll have noticed 
that there are ten (?) tracks on 
each side of this, Elvis' new L.P. 
making it a real 'long player'!" 
Nick's exclaiming all over the 
place, he's so giddy. Has he met 
Chris Osgood? They could 
slobber all over each other. 
Excess doesn't end with Nick's 
notes, and thereafter the excess is 
sweet. At a time when the trend 
for shaggy led-heads is droning 
trilogies with a teaspoon 
of substance, while marginal new 
wave groups plod through a 
couple albums and then burn 
out, Elvis Costello packs the 
grooves with 18 vital self-penned 
'SHOP AND C,OMPARE' 
THE WINE STORE 
KEGS FREE DELIVERY TO CAMPUS 
(I.D. Varitied) 
8-rass Phoenix N ite Club 
( upd:air'> Chinese Lantern) 
Live entertainment 
appearing this week ... Street Vlayer 
40'2 'Y/ est I st Street 
Mon-Seit. 8 p.m.-1 ci.m. 
8anc,uet Facilities- available 
Fo,., up to 17 5 people in the 
Chines-e Lantem 
songs and a pair of obscure and 
brilliant covers. The guy says 
more with his titles than many of 
his contemporaries will say in a 
career. 
"Get Happy!!" is not to imply 
that Costello has been reborn, 
transformed into a gladhanding 
grinner. If he had another chance 
he'd likely drill Bonnie Bramlett 
first and THEN slur Ray Charles. 
From "Opportunity": 'Tm in the 
foxhole / I'm down in the 
"Get Happy!!" i~ a message to 
disc junkies. Rejoice! Twenty, 
count 'em, twenty new songs 
from the Miracle Man. The 
producer has every right to be 
giddy. 
HICKMAR PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS 1 
"fHE FIFTH Floor . ,, 
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COUNTDOWN: 1984 is 
a comprehensive overview 
of the most important is-
sues facing today's stu-
dents. It is a program for all 
those perplexed by our 
modern dilemma and con-
cerned about surviving the 
future. 
Is the fiction of the 
past becoming today's 
reality? In these days of 
big business and big gov-
ernment, test tube babies 
and spy satellites, artificial 
intelligence machines and~ 
"peace" treaties that result 
in more weapons, are we on 
the verge 9f a Big Brother 
·society.? 
Monday, April 21 st1 8:00 MPAC 
FREE 
Meet the artist, 4:30 
ABAH 425. Coffee and 
cookies will be served. 
Barry· Drake Bullpub 
Tues. and Thurs. 
April 15th and 17th 
· 8:00 p.m. 
J)ubllc l=nemy 
April 18th and 20th 
$1.00 
Get in for 50¢ if wearing 
a gangster costume 
e1c ... 
Danceline Tryouts 
1980-81 Danceline Tryo.uts are Sunday, April 27. 
Clinics are Saturday, April 26 in PE145 at9:00 a.m. For 
I more information please contact Sheri at 726-7410. 
CPR Class 
1 More than 25% of the one million people who suffe, 
heart attacks every year die within two hours, many of 
them before they can be rushed to a hospital. The first 
lew minutes are critical and YOU may be the only 
"other" person around. Are you prepared to administer 
CPR effectively? You could save a life. The process of 
CPR is relatively simple and can be administered by 
anyone who has the proper training. 
There are still openings in the morning CPR class to be 
offered at the Student Health Service on Tuesday, April 
22, 9 a.m. -12 noon. This class is mainly for students, 
but watch campus communications for other classes 
being offered this spring for staff and faculty. There 
will be a 75¢ charge to cover materials. Call 8155 to 
reserve your place. 
"Countdown 1984" 
A look at the coming decade and an examination of 
how George Orwell's book "1984" has predicted 
several aspects of current lifestyles will be presented in 
"Countdown 1984" at 8 p.m. Monday, April 21, in the 
Kirby Student Center Ballroom at UMD. 
"Countdown 1984," is free and open to the public. 
Physics Seminar 
"Effects of the Solar Wind on the Weather" will be the 
subject of a UMD physics seminar at 3:30 p.m. 
Thursday, April 17, in Room 195 of the Marshall W. 
Alworth Hall. 
The speaker will be George Freier, from the University 
of Minnesota, Twin Cities campus. Freier has worked 
on atmospheric research for more than 20 years. He will 
discuss the influence of the sun on the earth's 
atmosphere and how it affects our day-to-day activities. 
The seminar is free and open to the public. Coffee will 
be served at 3 p.m. before the seminar. 
U Singer Auditions 
Auditions for the University Singers for next year are 
being held now. The University Singers will be touring 
Poland in the summer of I 981 as guests of the Polish 
government. Membership in next year's group will be 
decided this spring. For information concerning 
auditions contact Dr. Opheim, H246 or 726-8214. 
Amnesty lnt'l 
The local chapter of Amnesty International meets 
Wednesday , April 23 at 3:00 p.m. in Kirby 333. 
Amnesty is a worldwide organization working for 
human rights, specifically for the release of "prisoners 
of conscience", the abolition of torture and an end to 
the use of the death penalty. The UMD-based chapter is 
part of Al's "urgent action network" which engages in 
self- and community-education on human rights and 
participates in letter writing campaigns to officials in 
countries around the world on behalf of those whose 
human righs have been violated and whose lives are 
frequently imperiled-emergency situations in which 
urgent action is needed from concerned citizens of the 
world. 
Women Poets 
"Women Poets," will be the subject of a UMD 
Women's Studies seminar at noon Monday, April 21, in 
Room 355 of the Kirby Student Center at UMD. 
The speaker will be Kate Basham, poet and assistant 
professor of English at UMD. The seminar is free and 
open to the public. 
Creative Ideas 
"O people of the world! The regligion of God is to 
create love and unity; do not make it the cause of enmity 
and discord." -Baha'u'llah-
The Campus Club gives a !}iscussion and film 
presentation on the Baha'i Faith every Wednesday from 
12:00 to I :00 in Kirby 333. All are welcome, and 
refreshments are provided. 
A special presentation on "Education and the Baha'i 
Faith" will be given on Friday, April 18th from I :00 to 































PE 1 55 
Sunday April 6 Int r od.ucta.ry-amall groups will be developed for di scusaion. 
ECKA!IXAR 7 :00-8·3() BohH 113 
Sexual Harassment 
The UMD Coordinating Committee for Women's 
Studies, and Students for Women's Progress, are 
conducting a project to determine how they can assist 
students, staff or faculty who are or have been victims of 
sexual harassment on our campus. 
We are requesting information from past and present 
victims about their experiences, and from any other 
persons who may have knowledge of such harassment. 
Sexual harassment may be defined as any repeated or 
unwanted secual comments, looks, suggestions, or 
physical contact that you find objectionable or 
offensive and that causes you discomfort at school or on 
the job. For example, it could involve a professor 
attempting to trade a grade for sexual favors. 
Responses should describe the type of haras~ment 
involved, the approximate dates, the setting in which it 
occurred, any university or other action on the incident 
, if it was reported, and the outcome. You need not 
supply any details that would identify you, but you 
may if you wish . All replies will be kept strictly 
confidential. 
We would like to conclude this part of our project by 
April 24th and ask that responses be submitted before 
then. · 
Send your responses to: Sexual Harassment Project, 
Women's Resource Center, 317 ABAH, UMD. 
April 17, 1980 
Financial Aids 
All of the Financial Aids Officers will be attending a 
financial aids workshop May 7 - 9. 
If you think you may need to see one of these people 
during that time, please plan to do so prior to May 7 or 
after. May 9. 
Vet Benefits 
All veterans and dependents who plan on attending 
UMD this summer are reminded that they must be re-
certified to continue receiving their educational 
benefits. This process can be completed at the Veterans 
Resource Center, 14 Administration Building. 
Payments will remain continuous for those who 
complete this process by April 28, 1980. 
Measle Shots 
All women who received blood tests to determine 
German measles immunity will be able to receive their 
results on Tuesday, April 22, at a table in Kirby Student 
Center from 10:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
Art hv Art 
A Duluth artist will open his first exhibition in more 
than 35 years this week at UMD's Tweed Museum of 
Art. 
On display will be "Watercolors by Arthur E. Smith", 
UMD professor of art. The exhibition, which opens 
this Saturday, April 19, continues at Tweed through 
May 11. 
Free Concert 
An orchestra of young musicians between£ ages tnn:c:: 
and 13, will present a free concert at 3 p. m. Sunday, 
April 20, in UMD's Bohannon Hall auditorium. 
Performing will be students of UMD's Suzuki Violin 
Program, which follows the teaching methods of 
renowned Japanese educator and violinist Dr. Shinchi 
Suzukim who believes that all children can learn to 
play a musical instrument at a very early age given the 
right training. 
The concert will feature solo performances by Karena 
Lokken, 3, who will play " Long, Long Ago" by Bayly. 
Hanna Waterman, 4, will perform a variation of 
"Twinkle Twinkle Little Star," arranged by Dr. 
Suzuki, while David Kohn, I I will perform the fi rs t 
movement of Vivaldi's "Concerto in a-minor." 
JUNGL~ CAG~ 
'What's- ~appening This- 'Weekend: 
f=,,,iday Night Satu-rday Night 
* \x1/ et T-Shi-rt Contest * No Cove-r Che-1-rge 
comes to Du I uth with ce1sh -
p-r1-zes * 3 fo-r I on d-rinks 
* 3 fo-r I on d-rinks 8:00 to I 0:00 
from 8:00 - I :00 
Disco Q:00 to I :00 * 
* Disco music ~-rom Q:00 - with the S upe-r Z 's 
I :00 with Ge-1-ry Denucci Doug Olson 
=====---on Michigcm Street in Downtown Duluth--- - - -
= = -=======-Plent4 of f=i'ee Pai'king===~----
classliflied· ads 
Personal 
IMMEDIATE EMPLOYMENT 1, now 
avallabe--full time during 1ummer 
month, and part time for the balance of 
the year. Contact Jim Webb for 
Information about pay, training and 
other ben1f111 avallable through 
memberahlp In the Mlnnnota N1tlon1t 
Guard. Call 723-4687 (wHkday1) or 879-
9591 (evening, • WHk1nd1) for d1tall1. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY JOHNII Linda. 
HEY SPUDY, Grl1191 ain't 10 bad. 
BHldH 11'1 th• place to be In 1980. Don't 
worry, you'll get u11d to It. C.M.S.M. 
THE RED HOT WOMEN In Burntalde 
152, 131, 124, 105 and 128 Wllh JOHN 
HARVANKO a Happy 19th Birthday 
tomorrow. 
THANKS OLSON BROTHERS from 
Lake Elmo: Th• chlll wa, greatl The bffr 
wn flnel Let'• do II again ,om• other 
time. (L.L.'1 La11gna next) L.M., 
S.S.,L.L., A.E. 
GRAD. STUDENT, mother of two (3 yra. 
• 1 yr) nffd 111ter In my home. (4th St• 
23rd Ave. E.) MWF 11:00 a.m.-2:30 p.m. 
$2 per hour plu, $1 day lranaportatlon. 
Plane call Terry, :"'24-8737 
QUEEN OF MY HEART 11'1 plain lo 11e 
that I'm happlHI In your company. I 
don't nffd my PhD to IHI the thing• you 
do for me. Champagne wlll flow one day I 
think and from one 1ource we both 1hall 
drink. ZHk. 
SUMMER IS COMING 10 why not make 
plan, to volunteer. You can earn college 
credlll In the 1ummer too. Stop by our 
HRB office and check out our flln to find 
out about the different volunteer 11te1 at 
L113. 
WOULD YOU LIKE to tutor a 1tudenl 1h11 
1ummer and earn college credit at the 
aame time? II you are lnter11ted pleHe 
atop by the HRB office L113 for more 
Information. 
LIVE LOBSTERS from Boatonl Plan your 
party for May 2. Prepaid dordera due 
Aprll 25; $8.50 each. Call 724-8938 for 
Information. 
HEY NIPSI Have a Happy 20th Birthday! 
From, Brlllo 
I WOULD APPRECIATE ther1turnoflh1 
ring, taken from Grigg, D-218on Friday, 
April 11. Plea11 put them In- my mailbox. 
Th1nk1. · 
BULLWINKLES LODGE II proudly 
pr111nt1 the "Loo1-Moo11" party. Plenty 
of Bffr (12-18'•) and IO much morel 
Friday night. 909 E. 4th Street. 
HEY HODGES! May 10th would be 1 
1pecl1! day for one "Llttle D1rllng" If you 
HY yea! to going with her, to the GOB 
1prtng banquet. Don't 1n1wer when you 
lff her-1 wink wlll do. By the way, 
anybody who know, anything about 
anything know, there'• good pin• and 
bad plnal 
DO YOU HAVE a concern? You now 
have 1om1 pl1c1 to take Ill Come to the 
STUDENT DROP-IN ... lf you need to talk, 
we 1r1 wllllng to llaten. HE 148, 7-10 p.m. 
every night. 
FORCED SALE: "Big Brother" 11 after 
me-I'm ''vlol1tlng zoning ordln1ncn" 
10 muat clean the place up. Hundred• of 
uaed whHl1, llrH, b1ll1rlH, hubc1p1, 
tr1n1ml11lon1, mlac. p1rt1. Muat go 
CHEAP! 727-4289 any time. 
BOIS, To Mlnnnot1'1 greatnt 1nlp1 
hunter and voll1yb1II player. I hope your 
2111 11 the grellnt. Have I Happy 
Birthday. Juat think, you're I y11r 
cloher to being over the hlll. Ha, Ha. 
Youra truly, the 8111 Man. 
SMOKERS: P1rtlclp1te In the No-
Smoking program offered 11 the Student 
Health Service beginning Thura, Aprtl 
17, 11 8:30 p.m. Call 728-8155 for more 
Information. 
TO OUR FAVORITE FANS Lori S. and 
R1m1, pre11nt 11 111 our floor hockey 
g1m11; don't blow 'emf 
GET YOUR MOOSE JUICE at 
Bullwlnkl1'1 Lodge II "Loo, Moo11 
Party". 909 E. 4th St. 1h11 Friday. Free 
parking. 
CARRI R, have you bffn on the court 
lately working on your 1trok11? 
Remember to ally up clo11 and keep 
good poaltlon. 
UWS VETS CLUB "Smell Fry 80". 300 
keg,, 1000 1111 of 1m1II, llve rock and roll. 
Ticket, avall1ble In Kirby the week 
before. $5 advance, $8 11 the Gate. 
HEY, DO YOU WANT to know whir, 
going on 1h11 weekend? Cell the new 
UMD PARTY LINE and 11k for Randy-
728-7781. 
JOIN NOWI The Roger Olllla Fan Club. 
Support (H In jock 1tr1p) your ex-
football quarterback. Call 722-PASS. 
WE LISTEN, We c1r1, WI underatand .... 
The Student Drop-In, HE148, 7-10 p.m. 
every night. 
Dial . b asummerJo : 
800-331-1000 
Work as a Manpower 
temporary. Flexible 
schedules. Good pay. 
Assignments available in 
your college town or 
hometown. Please call, 
toll free. o.~~ 
TENS OF THOUSANDS of U11d Book• 
½ price and IHI. ½ block north of 
Superior Slrffl on Like Avenue. Open 
10-8, Mon-Sat. No phone. Downtown 
Book. 
TYPING: est per page. 724-7072. 
WILL DO TYPING. Call Marge 11 724-
9318. 
WILL DO Typing In home near UMD. 
Joan, 724-9194. 
Thia 11 the tlr1t time that the mad 
typer ha1 bNn able to appear In the 
State1rag and I would llke to take 
thl1 oppertunlty to Hy "HI" to the 
lovely lady who u1ually occuplH 
thl1 compo1er and add that we all 
adore her and appreciate the 
fantHtlc Job that 1he doe1 for u1, 10 
to her I HY thankyou, I love you and 
wlll ml11 working with you next 
yaer(1p)I The MAD TYPER ............. .. 
Wanted 
ROOM FOR RENT, extra large, private 
bath, private floor, 2 block, from UMD, 
no 1moklng. Sept. 1, $175. Kitchen 
prlvffegH. 728-8284. 
APT. OR ROOM needed by 4/21 . WIii 
1h1r1 expanan. Muat bl near buallne. I 
1m quiet bl-llngu1! (Spanl1h/Engll1h). 
NHd I roommate? Call Edwardo, 392-
4825. 
1983 INTERNATIONAL crew cab pick-
up. Run, good. All p1rtl to m1k1 a 
decent 4-whHI drive. Muat 1111. Around 
$400. 727-4289 any time. 
$81.25/MONTH lncludH heat. Wanted 2 
f1m1t1 roommate• ,tarting June 111 for 
next year. Non-1mok1ra, quiet. 20 min. 
walk. Your own room. 728-2549. 
WANTED: Experienced, Hrlou, 
mu1lclan1 wllllng to lnve,t time and 
money Into 11rlou1 rock, country rock, 
jazz band. Need drummer, lead guitar, 
keyboard and IH player. Muat h1v1 
decent equipment. Call 724-7028, Steve 
or 724-8378, Dan. 
$$PART-TIME$$ 
Duluth b111d corp. hn local openlnga 
In downtown Duluth for phone order 
dept. Start 11 $3.25plu1/p1r hour. 
Ftulble houra. Student, and home-
m1k1ra welcome. Contact MISS 
BAKER for Interview appointment. 
727-1228 
APARTMENT for Rent- 824 Collego St. 
A 1p1clou1 2 bdrm p1!1c1 with I g1r1g1. 
Rent negotl1bl1; 1v1ll1bl• June 1. Call 
724-1438. 
FOR SALE: Small hou11 overlooking 
UMD. Economlcal and very well bullt. 
L1rg1 corner lot on quiet 1trHI. Good 
carpeting , and natural woodwork 
throughout. Newer wiring, fur1nc1 and 
hot water heater. Walk to c1mpu1 takH 2 
minute,. Contact Jerry Brunfelt, EHi· 
WHI REIiiy, 824-2247. 
NEED A PLACE TO CALL HOME? 
Spaclou,, 2 bdrm apt for rent, av1llabl1 
June 1,1. Three block, from UMD. Call 
728-5807, Mary or LouAnn. 
FOR SALE: Mummy 1tyle aleeplng bag 
!Hied with Dupont Hollow FIii ti. Great for 
cold weather camping. 8111 for you 
under 5'7". Worth well over $80, wlll let 
go for $35. Al10 weight llftlng belt, mini 
IIH 32-38. MUii hive $15. 728-7058. 
ROOMMATES WANTED: May 111. 
Living, dining, kitchen, carpet, bath, 3 
bdrm,, deck overtooklng park. On UMD 
bu1lln1. Call 724-4991, nk for Ann, Mary 
or J1yn1. 
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES Wanted. 
Av1ll1ble lmmedlately, near achoo!. Own 
bedroom. Call 724-1522, Llaa or Kathie. 
FOR SALE: Technlca SL-23 turntable, 
bell-drive, 11mt-1utom1tlc with Audio 
Technlca Cartridge. New 1tylu1. $75. 
728-7738. 
TWO GIRLS ARE LOOKING for I pl1c1 
to llve 1h111umm1r and next year clo11 to 
UMD (within walklng dl1tanc1) 
preferably own bedroom,. Call: Deb at 
728-2283 or Barb 11 724-8334. 
<, Ail.()Y ¼HERE, 
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ATTENTION: All Thi', . MHtlng ol I 
Phelta Thi'• 1prlng pledge group 1h11 
Thura, 7:00 p.m. In K311. We wlll 11111 
with a 1hort meeting and then • night ol 






with this coupon 
of any family si2e 
15 inch pi2;;m 
or 
$1 off of _any d?uble size 
13 inch pt:z2a 
thick or thin crust only 
(110 checks please) 
offer good until 
.April 24th 
Haines 'Road between 
.Anowhead 'Road and 
m iller 7 runk 
one coupon per visit 
'Void with any other offer 
